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Biramha Machine Tools

sucess stories

Vinayakapandi N. founded Biramha Machine Tools in partnership with his younger brother, to manufacture wood
processing tools in 2004. The firm caters to the vast and growing Wood working market and produces the ‘Split
Type Profile Cutters’.Vinayakapandi is basically a Machinist. He has vast experience as a Tool and Die Maker with
KSB Pumps (A German Company), LMW (A Swiss Collaboration Company) and Hi Tech Arai (A Japanese
Collaboration Company) and was also instrumental in establishing a Tool Room in Raghavendra Industries. He
gained a lot of experience at Hi Tech Arai which manufactures Oil Seals, where he had designed special-purpose,
low-cost machines.
When Birmha first entered the market, the firm initially faced resistance from end users, which was overcome
by demonstrating the ‘Split Cutters’ on the respective sites of customers. After the rapid growth in adoption of
Birahma’s products many imitators also stepped into the market. However these manufaturers could not sustain
themselves and had to withdraw their products from the market due to quality issues and product failure.

Vinayakapandi N. is creating wealth out of waste. And all because he wanted to help his friends. .
Over the years Vinayakapandi had seen many of his friends and others in the wood processing industry having
their fingers cut or hurt due to defective cutters.They were forced to use the defective cutters that were ground
locally, because of the prohibitive cost of the branded cutters (the branded cutters cost more than value of the
local machines on which the cutters were used). The conditions of his carpenter friends motivated him to think
of a solution.
While trying to find a practical inexpensive solution to his friends’ problems he discovered, to his surprise, that
tungsten carbide tips, which are very expensive, were thrown off after use for want of reprocessing facilities
anywhere in the world. So Vinayakapandi ingeniously converted the waste tips into cutters using his innovative
technology and marketed them at price 100 times cheaper than that of the imported new ones.

Birahma is a “virtual” incubatee at TREC STEP, in that it is not operating out of the premises of the incubator. The
team speaks very highly of the Executive Director and praise his considerate behaviour and also of his team
which they say has very efficiently provided solutions to the many problem that have occurred frequently in the
course of conducting business. The company hopes to move the incubator’s campus soon to receive guidance
from much closer quarters, mentorship in devising suitable strategies for venture growth, and also the assistance
to prepare a bankable proposal to obtain the necessary funds for growing their venture successfully. The founders also praise TREC-STEP for having provided them a much broader exposure through arranging for interactions with successful innovators turned industrialists and also through providing training on New Venture Development at Bharathithasan Institute of Management in 2007 and again at S.P.Jain Institute of Management in 2008.

All the products available in the market had a single cutting profile which damages the wood and causes injury
to the users as well.The tips of the cutter also gets damaged or breaks very easily and cannot be sharpened again.
The volume of raw material required is more, and the processing time is also higher.

Snapshot: Biramha Machine Tools

Biramha Machine Tools’ design of the cutter splits the cutting profile into more than one, reducing the load on
the cutting tip, thereby preventing the chipping off of the blade and the damage to the wood under process.
During operation this Split Cutter produces negligible amount of dust, making it much safer for the users. The
manufacturing process for the split cutter is equally innovative since there are no ‘Hot Zones’ during sharpening.

Domain

Material Science & Manufacturing

Incubator

TREC -STEP

Founded

January, 2004

Current status

Not applicable
Key Statistics

The company has now also designed tools for getting similar effect in other materials like granite, marble and
steel.The tools can be used in preparing the steel Dies and Moulds also. Products like ‘Inserts’ and ‘Cutter Heads’
are also on the anvil.

Capital
Revenue
Net Income
Fulltime Employees

All of these represent a very large market. To consider only the wood market, the average consumption of the
wood processing tools in India is estimated to be Rs.700 crores per annum. India also imported USD 45 million
worth of wood processing machinery in 2007.

Email: vinayakapandi@yahoo.co.in

On joining incubator

2008*

Rs.1, 00, 000
Rs.3, 00, 000
Rs. 1, 20,000

9,25, 000
10,58,000
2,45,000

3

12

INR
INR
INR

* till Sept 2008

The company has already applied for four patents and received a DSIT innovation grant for completing a prototype of the machinery. Commercial production has commenced with turnover having gone up by 300%.
3
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sucess stories

Circuitsutra Technologies
Pvt Ltd

With a focus on developing a differentiated technical expertise, Circuitsutra is also creating the intellectual property for helping the firm execute projects better and to provide more value to the customer. This intellectual
property also helps in demonstrating skills to customers. With time, as the company develops more differentiated in-depth technical skills, Circuitsutra hopes to develop patentable intellectual property.
Circuitsutra has proactively reached out to right decision makers in the perspective customer firms, to influencers in the industry and has also developed relationships with industry forums which are defining new technology
standards, The firm is working closely with few such forums and influencers, which has contributing to enhancing
the visibility of the company in the semiconductor industry in all major geographies like Japan, Europe, USA.

A promise made to himself in 1995 to be an entrepreneur by 2005 led to Umesh Sisodia founding Circuitsutra
ten years later.With the stated aim of emerging as the world leader in software services to semiconductor industry, Circuitsutra currently focuses on creating software models of System on Chip (SoC) for this industry.
SoC modeling has been an established practice in the semiconductor industry where every company has been
using its own proprietary technology. However industry-wide standards are now being developed which has
created a huge potential for providing services around these standards.
In the chip design process, the development of the embedded software generally starts only when the hardware
design is completed. SoC modeling permits the carrying out of embedded software development in parallel to
the hardware design through the use of software models instead of hardware.
SoC are not just discrete electronic components, these are complete computers in themselves and consist of
both hardware & software. Currently the maximum efforts during chip design are consumed by the verification
phase. SoC modeling also radically simplifies the process of chips verification.
CircuitSutra currently has customer engagements in Europe, Japan & Australia and it has already successfully converted the initial customers into long term relationships. Many of the top 10 semiconductor companies are
currently seriously discussing entering into a business relationship with Circuitsutra.
To compete and grow successfully in the long-term Circuitsutra is also identifying the technologies which will
provide the right differentiating factor to the company. The focus is on developing a portfolio of emerging technologies on the verge of widespread adoption while balancing against the risk inherent in such choices that that
a few of these technologies may not become very popular in the market.

Circuitsutra was also the runner up in Lakshya, the business plan competition held at Amity Business School. The
firm already secured seed funding of Rs 25 lakhs and is likely to cross Rupees 1 crore ( Rupees 100 millon) in
revenues in the 2008-09 fiscal.
The founder of Circuitsutra Umesh Sisodia posseses more than 10 years of experience in developing software
solutions for semiconductor Industry. He completed his B.Tech in Electronics & Communication from SLIET,
Longowal in 1997. Prior to starting Circuitsutra, he worked with Semiconductor Complex Ltd and Cadence
design systems. He did Diploma in business finance from ICFAI Hyderabad in 2004. He received several awards
at Cadence (Excellence in Execution, Quality Process Improvement, Performance Improvement of EDA tools).
He has also filed a patent in the DFM domain.
He is very frank in admitting that prior to starting the company, he had a certain perception about the semiconductor industry based on which he decided about the technical offerings of Circuitsutra which he soon realized,
after having been in the market for a while, that no customer was actually willing to buy those offerings. He
successfully overcome this challenge by being flexible to develop the expertise which the customers actually
needed. His biggest achievement to date, he believes, has been in building a good team through identifying the
right people, aligning their personal career objectives with the goals of the company and successfully selling his
dream to others. The initial team joined at a much lower salary than what they were earning in big multinational
companies :like Cadence, ST Micro, Infosys and Intel.
Umesh is also very appreciate of the JSSATE STEP incubation facility which he says provides a very facilitative
environment . In the beginning the highest priority of the company is to focus on identifying the business proposition, solving the customer problems etc., the incubation environment relieve the team of day to day administrative issues, so that they could focus on the core business. He says, “ when we stated the company, we simply
brought our laptops and started working without worrying about any operational issues.”

Circuitsutra also intends to expand into outsourced EDA tool development soon where it will partner with software product companies in the semiconductor domain and will set up an offshore development team for these
firms.

3
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e-Brahma Technologies
Private Limited

sucess stories

The Circuitsutra team also expresses their gratitude for the support provided by JSSATE STEP in getting seed
funding for the company.They feel that apart from getting the much required capital for growth, there were other
real benefits that will help the company in long term. The business plan creation process for the purpose of seed
funding, which JSSATE STEP management assisted them with intimately, forced them to think through various
bottlenecks that had never occurred to them earlier.
They also cite the practice followed by STEP, JSSATE of regularly inviting qualified professionals or successful
entrepreneurs to share their experiences and guide the incubatee companies on various issues.

Founded in 1999 with a burning desire to architect the digital future, the promoters of e-Brahma chose to focus
on small and medium product development companies overseas to transform their intellectual property into a
commercial product, while partnering with the customers on long-term arrangements. Customers also benefited
from the domain and technical knowledge of the e-Brahma team which enabled them to focus on their core
competency. e-Brahma was acquired by Sanjose,USA based CSS(Cybernet-SlashSupport) group in April 2006.

Snapshot: Circuitsutra Technologies Pvt Ltd
Domain

Information, Communication & Technology

Incubator

JSSATE STEP

Founded

November, 2005

Current status

Graduated in October 2008
Key Statistics

Capital
Revenue
Net Income
Fulltime Employees

On joining incubator

2008*

4,00,000
1,14,000
-

29,55,000
49,00,000
6,00,000

INR
INR
INR

-

e-Brahma also had a strong presence in the Private & Investment Banking domain and the company executed
several projects for global organizations in the US and Europe. e-Brahma's exposure to this domain spans areas
such as Portfolio Management, Investment Planning and Data Feed Routing and Management. Technically the
company had competence in J2EE/J2ME/C++ and a proven track record in Navision, an Enterprise Business Solution for SMEs. The company was also a Microsoft Business Solutions partner for Navision.

8
e-Brahma also co-founded Wifin Technologies (http://www.wifintech.com ), a company focused on products for
Mobile phones. Wifin received funding from Comcraft, group, a US$5 billion entity. Among other products Wifin
also developed a product framework “iStream” for streaming real time information to mobile devices. The first
product developed at e-Brahma on the iStream framework was for streaming real time stock market quotes to
mobile phones. This product was also featured on CNBC TV18. Wifin was also recognized as the showcase company for IT Innovation in India for the year 2005 by NASSCOM.

Email: usisodia@circuitsutra.com
* till Sept 2008

Initially, for the first two years, e-Brahma was growing annually about 100% with a smaller base and later the
growth stabilized to around 35-40% year-on-year. The company also established subsidiary/associate companies
in Italy,Switzerland and USA to cater to the local market. The company chose to focus more on non-English
speaking European countries where it had established partnership with local companies (Switzerland, Italy) in
those countries.The local partner was handling the customer acquisition, client relationship and account management and e-Brahma was handling the Design, Execution and Implementation of the project. To circumvent the
language issue, the company had placed a mixed team (professionals from Partner company who can speak the
local language) and e-Brahma team during the requirement gathering and implementation phases.

3

3

In April 2006, e-Brahma was acquired by Sanjose,USA based CSS(Cybernet-SlashSupport) group for its strengths
in ERP, Mobile Technologies and Domain Knowledge on Private banking business. CSS has taken advantage of the
acquisition to enter into Tier-2 Cities to fuel its planned growth.

Snapshot: e Brahma
Technologies Private Limited

e-Brahma was founded by V Paramasivam along with G.Ramasubramanian. The founding partners had several
years of international experience having worked at Fortune 500 companies including IBM, Continental Insurance,
in USA, SEGA in Switzerland and PriceWaterhouse in India.

Domain

Information, Communication & Technology

Incubator

PSG-STEP

Founded

July 1999

Current status

Graduated in December 2003

Key Statistics

On joining incubator

Capital
Revenue
Net Income
Fulltime Employees

G.Ramasubramanian is a Chartered Accountant, while V Paramasivam is an electronics engineer with a postgraduate degree in Computer Science from Regional Engineering College, Trichy and has more than 21 years of
experience in the IT industry. He started his career as a faculty member at the Regional Engineering College
(now National Institute of Technology), Trichy where he served for 4 years. Thereafter he spent more than 7
years at Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) spanning several large projects in India, USA and Switzerland.

INR
INR
INR

2,00,000
50,00,000
15,00,000

2008*

90,00,00,000
2925 million
Not disclosed
5000

12

Email: vparam@vsnl.com
* till Sept 2008

Being the earliest Software Company in PSG-STEP and in Coimbatore, e-Brahma had undertaken many initiatives
to revitalize the IT activities in the region and Industry-Institute Partnership. Recognizing the contribution of
e-Brahma in promoting the Information Technology industry in the region,V Paramasivam on behalf of e-Brahma
was elected on consensus as an Honorary Chairman of Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), Coimbatore
Zone during the year 2003-04. e-Brahma was also elected for two consecutive years for the Southern Region
Council of Confederation of Indian Industry(CII). e-Brahma was also an active member of the Indian Chamber
of Commerce and V Paramasivam was the honorary convener of the Information Technology Panel at Coimbatore for two years.

The founders of e-Brahma feel that being incubated at PSG-STEP contributed substantially to their success in
many ways. Incubation helped in reducing the time-to-market because of the ready-to-use infrastructure
provided by PSG-STEP. The company also benefited from the opportunity to work with faculty and students of
PSG College of Technology to solve some of the technological challenges and in validating product ideas. The
company is also appreciative of the ready access to hardware and software resources of PSG-STEP and PSG
College of Technology which are not frequently used but were essential for successfully completing projects.
They credit the management of PSG-STEP for being very proactive in providing value addition through networking opportunities including introduction to venture capital companies(VCs) and in enabling other business
opportunities. They were also able to capitalize successfully on the talent pool readily available at PSG-STEP. For
example, in one instance a management faculty of PSG-STEP joined the company as a HR manager, and played a
vital role in e-Brahma’s growth in acquiring and nurturing talent.

4
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Glow Biotech Ltd.

sucess stories

The Glow Biotech team has a wide-ranging experience through grassroots interaction with the end users of it’s
products. The directors and management of the firm have an in-depth understanding of the exact requirements
of their customers, which helps the company in developing and promoting products closely related to the real
needs of these customers.

Glow Biotech develops and commercialises new technologies related to natural, agricultural , veterinary and
poultry products. In three years since founding the company has already launched about a dozen products, largely,
organic plant-growth promoters, targeting the agricultural sector which have achieved a high degree of acceptance by farmers.

The team have nothing but praise for the management at STEP at Thapar University and especially for the incubator manager of STEP who, they found, has wide experience of handling bacterial processes and applied microbiology. The founders say that the incubation programme at STEP, Thapar University was very effective in helping
them with learning about the mass production and quality of bacterial biofertilizers. Two of the partners also
underwent training to learn more about plant and machinery and other operational intricacies. They say that the
incubator provided them the entire infrastructure to learn about management of resources and infrastructural
facilities, in helping them in interaction with farmers and also in motivating these farmers to carry out organic
farming.

Snapshot: Glow Biotech Ltd.
Domain

Glow Biotech is an ISO 9001-2000 certified company since the year of its inception. Having developed the products which have achieved user acceptance, the company is currently focusing on developing a marketing
networks through appointing dealers and distributors in different areas. On scaling up production the company
however intends to focus on bulk purchasers, and also on supplying through government and non-governmental
agencies. The company also expects to start the export of essential oils from this financial year and a base has
already been established in UK for the purpose.

Bio technology & Life Sciences

Incubator

TIET STEP

Founded

January 2005

Current status

Graduated

Key Statistics

Capital
Revenue
Net Income
Fulltime Employees

Glow Biotech has also entered into an agreement with Science and Technology Entrepreneurs Park (STEP),
Thapar University, Patiala for production and promotion of bio-fertilisers and with Indian Institute of Integrative
Medicine, Jammu for data validation, propagation and extraction of essential oil plantations particularly, Lavender,
Rosemary, Salvia, Geranium and Rose.

On joining incubator

2008*

15,00,000
40,00,000
2,00,000
Fifteen

25,00,000
55,00,000
4,00,000
Twenty Five

INR
INR
INR

Email: globiotech@yahoo.co.uk
* till Sept 2008

The investment in the firm has grown steadily, while the sales have correspondingly exhibited an annual growth
rate of at least 50%. Glow Biotech is a bootstrapped venture, but to now move to the next stage of growth the
company is also looking for funding.
Glow Biotech was founded by Shabeer Ahmad Bhatt who has an experience of more than twenty years in the
dealing of agricultural and horticultural inputs and produce. Mr Bhatt has had a long association with multinational giants Bayer Cropscience, Dupont, Dow Agrosciences and Indian companies De-nocil, Excel Industries,
Herbicides India etc. In addition he has extensive experience of production, forwarding and marketing of horticultural crops particularly Apples, Pears, Cherries, Almonds and Walnuts.
Mr Bhatt and his team mate Dr Sushil Kumar Pathak, under the leadership of Dr Manoj Rani Sharma, the Managing Director of the company, are committed to developing and establishing innovative technologies for the upliftment of masses and betterment of the nation.
3
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Realtech Systems

sucess stories

He again turned entrepreneur in 1999 and developed products for the agriculture sector. Mr Kumar now also
has a partner Mr. S. Nallsivam, who holds an M.Sc. in applied electronics.
Mr Kumar says that their vision and ambition could become a reality only due to the Technology Business Incubator at Kongu Engineering College (TBI-KEC). Idea to implementation took only 3 months for Realtech.

Realtech Systems has designed and developed systems for conserving energy consumed in street lights through
real-time energy monitoring and control. This is done with the help of a single computer for an entire city, of any
size, using GSM communication.

The team is also grateful for the excellent technical infrastructure that were able to access like, embedded controls development infrastructure at TBI@KEC and the machines required for manufacturing the embedded
systems, due to their association with TBI-KEC. These included infrastructure for:
• Hardware design (PCB design, prototype testing)
• Embedded software design and tools for debugging
• Manufacturability testing of designed hardware and software
Above all, they credit the talented pool of directors and experienced faculty for guiding them and leading them
to this level of success.

Sensing and controlling units, called Remote Light Controllers (RLC), are fitted in each street, which are then
used for remotely controlling the operation of all the street lights. In a recent project in Madurai, where the
company installed RLCs in the North Zone of the city, the city has been able to reduce electricity consumption
by 28%, leading to a monthly saving of Rupees 300,000. The company has now been asked to install the system
in Madurai South Zone and is currently working on rolling out the system in that Zone.

Snapshot: Realtech Systems
Domain

Material Science & Manufacturing

Realtech has also bagged the trial order for installing the system in Chennai city and the expected volume is 2000
units for controlling 1,10,000 sodium vapour lamps.

Incubator

TBI-KEC

Founded

Jan 2006

The company has applied for Indian patents.

Current status

Graduated in January 2007

Key Statistics

Realtech has also inked a distribution agreement with Salzer Electronics, a Coimbatore-based firm which is listed
on the Bombay Stock Exchange.

On joining incubator

Capital
Revenue
Net Income
Fulltime Employ ees

The system developed by Realtech helps in saving electricity through permitting:
•
Switching on/off of street lights at required times.
•
Seasonal adjustment of operation of these street lights.
•
Centralized systemic control for the entire city through a single computer.

INR
INR
INR

2008*

2,00,000
23,00,000
5,00,000

5,00,000
20,00,000
4,00,000
6

12

Email: kumar@realtech.in
* till Sept 2008

The company is now working towards also applying this technology to other areas like water management, etc.
Currently Realtech is also looking for funding to mass-manufacture and also market energy efficient LED based
bulbs for home use.
Realtech Systems was founded by Mr. T. Kumar. who holds a diploma in chemical technology. He began his entrepreneurial journey in 1996 when he founded TK Controls with two employees to cater to local firms, with a
focus of indigenously developing products to replace expensive imported ones. This venture, however, was not
too successful. Subsequently he was employed by an MNC, and he developed a product “Auto Bell”, which automatically rings in different locations in schools and colleges in a synchronized manner. This product has been
installed in more than 600 schools and colleges till date.
3
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sucess stories

Adhithiya Medical Systems
The promoters of Adhithiya Medical Systems, Mr. J. Karthikeyan, BE, MBA and Mr. Muralidharan, DRE jointly
possess 35 years of experience in medical equipment servicing and continue to have strong linkages in the industry.
Mr. Karthikeyan always had a passion towards innovation wherever he worked. While he was working for the
LPG division of EXXON-Mobil, a USA headquartered multinational in India, had been instrumental in designing
several industrial applications using LPG. Some of these were, Chicken Brooding, Tar Mix Plants of three different
sizes, Direct firing in Powder Coating ovens, etc. Those innovations helped to save on the cost of fuel and also
made the processes environment friendly. For these efforts he was promoted thrice within 2 years.

With a team boasting of more than 35 years of combined domain experience, Adhithiya Medical Systems, incubated by TREC-STEP, is developing a low-cost Digital Medical Diagnostic X-Ray machine capable of producing
high-quality images that can be easily transmitted across the world.
The Digital X-Ray Sensors being developed by Adithiya, for a market which currently does not have any Indian
products, have a targeted price which is a mere 10% the price of an equivalent imported product. The X-Ray,
which is portable, does not require air conditioning and is easy to operate without much training and can hence
be used in the rural environment.The quality of imaging will be at par with the imported machines and of a higher
resolution when compared to the conventional X-ray images. Even very minute hairline fractures can be easily
recognized. The product also reduces the radiation required by almost 30%, making it far more safer for patients.
The images can be digitally transmitted across the world and is viewable across different software since the product adheres to the DICOM international standard for image processing. The team has already filed provisional
patents with 10 claims.
In addition to the cost of the equipment being 10% of the price of equivalent imported product, since no film is
required, an additional savings of about Rs.50/- per exposure accrue to the user hospitals. It also reduces infrastructure costs since dark rooms are not required.
Patients also benefit considerably, both from the lesser cost and the fact that the x-ray image is generated instantaneously; hence decision for re-exposure can be taken immediately and will not require painful shifting of the
patient. The product can also be used for effectively taking X-ray images for the whole body of trauma patients
without complicated procedures, thus increasing the effectiveness of the treatment. Storage, retrieval and duplication of the image is also simpler as the image can be stored in computer and CDs.

In recognition of his achievements in innovation he was also invited to teach a course on ‘Innovation & Entrepreneurship’ for MBA students of Bharathiar School of Management & Entrepreneur Development at Bharathiar
University as a Visiting Faculty.
The founders are effusive in their praise of TREC-STEP and credit the Executive Director Mr. RMP Jawahar with
providing them the vision to target a global market. They had planned to sell about 100 units of the product in
the first 3 years. They praise the Executive Director with making them realize the immense potential for the
product, as they had only been looking at serving the cities of Madurai & Coimbatore earlier. TREC STEP has also
been instrumental in helping the founders secure additional funding of Rs 31 Lakhs for product development.
They are equally appreciative of the infrastructure support and a 1300 square feet shed also provided to them
by TREC-STEP at a very low rental, the facilitation of the IPR process, as they are of the exposure to graduated
incubates whose success stories have motivated them further.

Snapshot: Adhithiya Medical Systems
Domain

Bio tech nology & Life Sciences

Incubator

TREC STEP
2 nd December 2004 , through merger of
Dhanasekaran Radio Traders &
Rejuvenation , both firms owned by the
promoters

Tenanted in incubator

November, 2007

Current status

Yet to Graduate

In the past 9 months the firm has also partnered with 4 doctors, 2 hospitals, 3 national designing and manufacturing firms for fine-tuning the product prototype.
Adithiya was founded with an equity of Rs 5 lakhs as promoter’s contribution, and later received Rs.20 lakhs from
TDB and also innovation fund support of Rs.11 lakhs.

Hema Centre for Wholistic Therapy &

Founded

Key Statistics

On joining incubator

2008*

Capital

INR

.5,00,000

36 ,00,000

Net Sales/Revenue (Turnover)

INR

Net Income

INR

NA
NA

NA
NA

3
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Fulltime Employees
Email ID: xray_60@yahoo.co.in
3

* till Sept 2008

sucess stories

geneOmbio Technologies
Pvt. Ltd Dr. Bikash A. Aich

4

With a team of approximately 35 individuals comprising of International marketing experts trained in USA,
scientists with proven track record, academicians, molecular biology researchers, geneOmbio has already filed
for 6 patents in India, with more in the pipeline.
The amount of funds invested are almost 47 million rupees.

With a pathbreaking vision to usher in molecular biotechnology in developing countries, keeping in mind the
rapid surge in complexity involved with high-end recombinant and analytical nucleic acid based research,
geneOmbio was founded to meet the need for a reliable contract research service.
geneOmbio is a contract research organization, with a strong focus on genomics and molecular biology, providing
multiple services; The human molecular diagnostic division of geneOmbio provides advanced human pathogen
detection services while as the only veterinary genetics service provider in India, the company also provides
advanced genetic disorder screening, paternity verification and molecular marker assisted selection in cattle and
buffalo for milk production traits in organized dairy sector of the country.
In addition, as part of predictive genetics and pharmacogenomic services, geneOmbio provides gene based
prediction for genetic susceptibility towards major life style diseases such as Osteoporosis, insulin resistance and
cardiovascular disorders. The company undertakes drug toxicity studies and also researches, develops and manufactures basic research kits for DNA and RNA based laboratories.
With upsurge in knowledge base in the area of human genome, this is also the right time to exploit the strength
and power of genetic variations in early prediction of life style diseases. Thus cure and prevention of diseases
should now be duly augmented with the much needed prediction. There are none in the domestic market that
deal with predictive health and geneOmbio has the first mover’s advantage in an industry that is now moving
from CURATIVE to PREVENTIVE to PREDICTIVE. The market potential is immense as India tops the world in
cases pertaining to genetic as well as lifestyle diseases.
Despite being the highest milk producer n the world, India is yet to harness its full potential and geneOmbio also
intends to ensure that the role of genetics as a useful tool to support the march of white revolution in India is
appreciated.
The company has already carried out successful projects for both private and government organizations like
Thyrocare Technology Ltd., Institute of Infectious Dieseases, Piramal Life Science Pvt. Ltd. for sequencing services,
Wellspring Diagnostic, Zydus Cadila Healthcare, and many others.

A researcher in bio-organics and a postgraduate in pharmacy, Dr. Bikash Aich is one of the co-founders of
geneOmbio Technologies and the guiding force behind the creation of the firm. His doctoral research work is on
herbal antibiotics which was the source of idea behind the birth of the company. He has also worked in different
capacities in several pharmaceutical companies and had been instrumental in launching various successful brands.
A result-oriented person, both in research and marketing, he has several scientific publications to his credit in the
area of molecular biology and pharmacology and one of his pioneering works has been filed for a patent.
After receiving his PhD degree Dr Aich resisted all the opportunities to work abroad for his post–doctoral
research because of his keen interest in entrepreneurship. During this period he met scientists in different areas
and developed a proposal for the founding of geneOmbio technologies Pvt. Ltd. The approach was innovative
since it envisaged combining veterinary genomics as well as agri-genomics together with human diagnostic facilities under one roof. Dr Aich believes that the biggest challenge he faced was in putting across the concept to
different investors for providing capital. Equally difficult was helping the banks, whom he had approached for a
loan, understand a new and upcoming area in biotechnology.
Dr Aich believes that the advice provided by STP Pune regarding further development and expansion of the business was very critical to the success of the venture, as was the assistance with identifying opportunities for
promoting business technologies. He is also grateful for the opportunities provided for networking with similar
facilities, finding of customer pools and the progress achieved nationally and internationally.

Snapshot: geneOmbio Technologies Pvt. Ltd .
Domain

Bio technology & Life Sciences

Incubator

STP, Pune

Founded

July 2005

Current status

Still an incubatee

Key Statistics

Capital
Revenue
Net Income
Fulltime Employees

On joining incubator

INR
INR
INR

44,50,000
NA
NA

2008*
94,45,000
2,01,43,480
40,00,000

Thirty Five

Thirty Five

Email: geneombio2.helpdesk@yahoo.co.in
* till Sept 2008
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sucess stories

Light Logics Holography and
Optics Pvt. Ltd

This Unit manufactured the biggest parabolic dish antenna ever manufactured in Kerala, (9.15 meter diameter)
which was supplied to the Lakshadeep Administration, Government of India. Both these ventures generated a
turnover of about 2.5 million rupees.
In 1991 he joined C-DIT as a Scientific Officer in the Science Communication Division. Soon his innovative
approach led to the production of a set of science and development communication films that bagged several
international and national awards. But, his obsession was holographic imaging. Within a few years of serving in
C-DIT, he initiated the setting up of a holography research laboratory within C-DIT and this led to the formation
of a new Team, the Optical Image Processing (OIP) Team. He served C-DIT for about 15 years and he was the
Team Leader of the OIP for 10 years. His efforts culminated in the setting up of the first security hologram
production Centre of the country, under public sector, catering to the commercial holography needs of a set of
Governmental and private clients. By 2006 the Optical Image Processing Team grew as the best Team and the
most commercially successful Team of C-DIT and in that year he decided to move to the next stage of his evolution as an entrepreneur, which led to the founding of Light Logics.

Scientist and serial entrepreneur are not words one would use too often to describe an individual in our country.
Dr P.T. Ajith Kumar is one of those rare ones. His current venture, Light Logics, focuses on Holographic Imaging,
which is truly unlike most companies operating in this domain in the country which, at best, can be called holographic label manufacturers. Light Logics has identified, designed and initiated production of a set of innovative
and challenging products which include a Holographic Portrait Camera and Studio systems, HoloSecure fully
metallic fully holographic smart cards (patent pending), holographic photopolymer data strips for data storage,
security hologram origination systems, display holograms, holographic displays, security holograms and holographic educational kits.
Increased use of light in Information Communication Technologies (ICT) has resulted in various new applications
for holography, such as optical data storage, diffractive components for fiber optic communication, new generation security applications with optical variable data etc. Light Logics is exploiting this cutting edge niche through
providing these products and also turnkey solutions in various avenues of holographic imaging, most of which
have not been produced in India before. The company has applied for one patent on personnel identification by
fully holographic metal cards having a photopolymer data chip, with more patent applications to follow soon.
Light Logics has already received various orders for security master origination from the domestic and international market. In addition to a marketing center in the TBI premises, the company has also set up another Centre
in the Ras Al Khaimah Free Trade Zone in UAE, which has already resulted in securing of a major business deal
for technology and machinery support. To further facilitate international marketing the company is currently
working on identifying a set of SLPs (Strategic Link Partners) for each country.
Defense Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) also expressed a strong interest in Light Logic’s
products. After basic testing by DRDO, the company has received orders from both DRDO and BEL.
In the next phase the company plans indigenous production of holographic recording plates and local integration
of critical laser systems for holography.
Light Logics is the brainchild of Dr P.T. Ajith Kumar a Ph.D. from Cochin University of Science and Technology
(CUSAT). He launched on the entrepreneurial path while still a PhD student when difficulty in receiving quality
TV pictures at his home led to his designing and developing of a tuned antenna with high gain for a particular
transmission frequency. He then designed and started production of a computer optimized Yagi antenna for television reception in fringe and super fringe areas where the signal quality was very poor through setting up a small
scale industrial unit, Pic-Sharp Antennas, at Kayankulam, Kerala. Later, on the advent of satellite TV, he designed a
set of high gain dish antennae.Widespread demand for satellite receiving systems led him to launch another small
scale industrial unit producing FRP dish antennae and large frame Aluminium dish antennae at Trivandrum, Kerala.

Leveraging his network comprising ex-colleagues from Cochin University whom he had worked with during his
research days, Dr Ajith invited financial support which led to him being invited to UAE to make a business presentation. The word spread to his friends in USA also and within a short period Light Logics mobilized 6 million
rupees in investment in return for 25% equity at a premium of 60 rupees per share.
Dr Ajith credits the current success of Light Logics to Technopark TBI. Induction into TBI, he believes, led the
company to a totally different growth path. This induction was a turning point for the company with the professional support from the T-TBIC in terms of guidance on management and marketing. Inspite of its small size
currently Light Logics has access to excellent space and the presence in Technopark has helped the company
considerably in international and domestic marketing efforts and credibility building. Dr Ajith expresses gratitude
for all the support provided by Technopark, under the Technology Incubation Programme and also for the partial
financial support of 15 lakh rupees approved under the TePP Scheme.
As a government supported company initiating R&D, it also became easier for the foreign suppliers to Light
Logics to obtain export permission from their government for a critical laser system. The TePP funding, on the
other hand, led to the development of holographic portrait camera and copy studio, which the founder says was
a defining moment in the hardware development programme of the company. In view of this infusion, bankers
have also expressed a willingness to provide more financial support for growing the firm further.
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MobME Wireless Solutions
Pvt Ltd

3. Mobile Operators - MTNL is launching the service branded as MTNL Live for its subscribers where users
can upload and share photos with each other, for a nominal subscription fee of approximately rupees 50 per
month,
In the works is a product for state police departments – where police jeeps or citizens can send scenes of accidents, traffic violations etc instantly to control rooms. The Department of Science and Technology (DST) has
selected M-CARP ( Mobile Crime and Accident Reporting Platform) based on the Mobshare platform for funding, the first project to be selected for funding by DST in the mobile domain.

In mid-2005 when a bunch of students bubbling with ideas knocked on the doors of Technopark Thiruvananthapuram it fortuitously aligned with the Technology Business Incubation Programme that had been launched
nationally. The zeal and enthusiasm of the students prompted Technopark to speed up the process and this
student startup, MobME, was soon chosen by the State and Technopark Committees to be the first innovative
venture jointly incubated by Technopark, The National Centre of Innovation, Incubation & Entrepreneurship
(NCIIE) and Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management, Kerala (IIITM-K).
MobME is a Mobile Media and Entertainment company that provides innovative solutions to mobile operators,
enterprises and Mobshare is its core service to end customers.
India has a unique situation of having 3 million broadband users compared to 220M mobile users. 90% of the
mobile users who take photographs using camera-phones don’t save these photos into a computer or share
them. Soon the phone memory runs out of space and most users eventually delete old photos. To solve this
problem, MobME’ has created the Mobshare platform for sharing photos and videos directly from
the mobile phone and uploading them to the internet. The various products of MobME are protected by
over 40 different applications for copyright and IPR.
The company claims to have signed up a veritable who’s who of marquee customers, like:
1. CNN-IBN to power up Citizen Journalism (ibnlive.com) – Where citizens can send photos and videos directly
from the street to the studio in real time under 10 Secs. The Mobshare engine is used to power up the Mobile
Citizen Journalism Platform. CNN-IBN is part of India’s biggest News Network which has joint ventures with
CNN, CNBC and VIACOM.
2. Partnership with Digital Signage Networks (DSN), a first-of-its-kind national digital advertising network which
provides interactive multimedia posters.With its presence in more than 1500 locations pan-india across 25 cities,
DSN provides solutions using MobME technology to malls, cafes, restaurants, food courts and large & small
formal retail outlets like Café Coffee Day, Mc Donalds, Pizza Corner and other lifestyle stores where
customers can share photos with friends on the digital advertisement screens kept across the outlets, successfully creating interactivity between a digital screen and the end user.

MobME has also distributed regional mobile content to Middle-East and US markets. Its popular messaging
platform Fastalerts has recently had an international sale to Kenya. The revenue from overseas markets has just
started to trickle in and currently constitutes 12% of the total revenues.
Rated as one of India’s 100 Innovative Startups by Nasscom in 2006. Mob Me was also featured in the annual list
of Indian IT Innovators for 2007, the youngest company to be felicitated alongside giants like Infosys,Texas Instruments, HP and Reuters. A finalist at Lockheed Martin India Innovation Growth Program, MobMe was also
included in the list of 10 startups to watch for in 2008 by Mint, the respected business newspaper.
MobME raised its first round of angel investment when the founders were engineering college students. They
further raised another $500,000 in angel investment , with the valuation of the company appreciating by 10 times
in that funding round.
The founding team, an irrepressibly enthusiastic and ambitious lot, are all involved in identifying and acquiring
customers. To take their startup to the next level successfully they have also divided leadership responsibilities
among themselves. The founding team members are:
Sanjay Vijayakumar – CEO (24)
As CEO, Sanjay is responsible for setting the strategy and direction for MobME as well as building and managing
a high-performance team of young professionals. An entrepreneur at heart even as a student, Sanjay along with a
few of his friends was instrumental in founding Torque, the most recognized young startup in Kerala, and then
successfully spinning off and launching MobME as a new company. For the past two years Sanjay has been fully
immersed in building MobME into a global technology firm. He spreads the MobME vision while also carrying out
business development.
Sony Joy – COO (23)
As COO, Sony is responsible for setting the direction and execution for all the operational priorities of MobME.
An entrepreneur at heart even as a student, Sony was also a co-founder of Torque. Mobshare is his brainchild and
passion. For the past two years Sony has also been playing the role of Chief Architect for Mobshare.
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The founding team are very vocal in their appreciation for the key role Technopark has played in their success.
Technopark, they say, provided them with the branding, authenticity and visibility they needed as a startup. The
founders highlight the fact that MobME has developed its technology and honed its marketing skills thanks to the
active guidance and mentoring of the many well-wishers at Technopark. They are also equally thankful for the
deep understanding displayed by Technopark to the needs of a startup, to the extent that the incubatee fee was
reduced from INR14,000 to INR3000 per month which included fully furnished premises, air-conditioning, security, electricity and water. And this fee too was deferred for nearly 10 months till the point when the firm raised
the first round of angel funding to launch MobME.

Snapshot: MobME Wireless Solutions PVT LTD
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Vivek Steve Francis – CFO(24)
Vivek brings to the founding team an attention to detail and thrift that complement Sanjay's passion and Sony's
operational skills. An MBA from IMI Delhi, Vivek currently handles all of MobME's finances and serves a role key
to any successful startup: a sharp eye that cuts costs intelligently while making an optimal use of all resources.

Evolving from a student project at IIT Bombay, TRI is today a unique technical education start-up which uses
robotics and embedded system as practical learning tools. In a very short span of one and a half years the company has already trained more than 15,000 students across 13 states and 23 cities.
The firm does not look at itself as a 'training' company, but as one that uses robotics and embedded hardware to
make scientific and technical learning more effective by providing every learner with the requisite resources
through interactive content, wide variety of robotic kits, software based programming tools, basic & advanced
level training programs and web-based learning resources.
TRI Technosolutions is working towards becoming a market leader in robotics and embedded systems training.
There is no existing firm which has a blend of hardware and software in both robotics and embedded system,
which makes TRI unique in its space. A key strength of the company is its innovative business model coupled with
its IP driven technological strength.
The company's products are used by engineering/diploma students for learning the practical concepts and application related to mechanical design, process automation, microcontroller and microprocessor programming,
Artificial Intelligence etc. Robotics being a interdisciplinary field, it attracts students from mechanical, electrical,
electronics and computer science engineering. Apart from product development, TRI also focuses on good technical content and effective delivery methodology of teaching. The packaged training modules actually make
participants ready for recruitments.
Client segment includes the entire gamut from academia - students, teachers, collages and laboratories - to the
large corporate firms in technology and embedded system areas who are looking for trained workforce in these
fields. Apart from selling the hardware during training courses, the company also has a web shop to sell its hardware. The TRI team are working towards setting up their own training centres and also changing their model
from short-term training to long-term career-oriented training.
A recipient of the second pize in the ET Wharton Business Plan competition in November 2006, TRI has
progressed from Rs. 30 lacs in revenues in the first year to Rs. 105 lacs in the first seven months of 2008. The
team has also grown from a modest 6 employees to 48 full time employees today. The company has also received
extensive visibility in the media and has been covered by prestigious outlets like BBC, Doordarshan, CNBC etc.
In January 2008, TRI raised equity investments of approximately USD 1 million from a VC firm.
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TRI is the brainchild of Gagan Goyal who graduated in mechanical engineering from IIT Bombay in 2004 to join
a large firm, and quit his job a year and a half later to launch TRI. During the four year of B.Tech program Gagan
worked extensively on robotics, and also participated in many robotics competitions at national and international
level which helped him better understand the importance of robotics as a practical learning tool and also the
wide prevalence of this learning methodology in USA, UK and Japan.
After quitting his job Gagan designed the basic and advance level robotics hardware and also prepared training
modules in robotics, each of 16 hour duration. In the first six months he conducted workshops in 12-15 engineering colleges across the country.
Gagan was soon joined by Abhishek, also a B.Tech from IIT Bombay from the same batch, as a partner who too
quit his lucrative job with a large MNC outside India to pursue his entrepreneurial dream.
Gagan Goyal was also nominated among the top 25 young entrepreneurs in Asia by Businessweek in Dec 2007.

The founding team at TRI say that when they applied for incubation, the company's long term business goal and
vision were unstructured and their focus was just on making the product and generating revenue without any
specific business strategy. They credit the management at SINE with helping them learn to also focus on growing
a professional -driven organization, and at the same time making the venture sustainable in the long term.
They are also appreciative of the basic physical infrastructure provided by SINE, and express an even greater
regard for the entrepreneur-friendly ecosystem at SINE including the key professional services and network of
business oriented mentors, advisors and investors that SINE has developed, which they believe has helped them
a lot in shaping the entire business model for making their venture into a scalable & sustainable business and in
raising equity investment
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